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Background

25 years business experience spanning strategy, finance 
and now, running my own coaching business 

…experience of both sides of the interview table
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Types of Interview

• Screening
• ‘Fit’
• Competency-Based
• Behavioural
• Situational/Skills
• Group or Panel
• Assessment Centre

• Face-to-Face
• Telephone
• Video

– Zoom, Skype, Facetime, 
Microsoft Teams, Google 
Hangouts, Blue Jeans… 

Others?
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GOOD NEWS…

You generally are only 
invited to interview if 
the interviewer thinks 
you can do the job…

…YOU are in control of 
the information you share 
and the impression you 
create…
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Mind Set: Redefining ‘Interview’

“ …we’ll understand them for what they are -
business meetings where you, the seller are seeking to
convince the buyer to buy your services…”

Extract from Alan Jones, ‘Winning at Interview’ 2013
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Mind-Set: Yours

• Do be positive
• Do invest in yourself
• Do be open to learning
• Do persevere
• Do be kind to yourself…
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Mind-Set: The Interviewer’s

• Looking to solve a business problem for their company
• Want to find the best solution in the most effective way
• Want to minimise the risk

– cost of re-hiring
– reputation (“can I put this person in front of my 

colleagues, customers and boss...?”)
• Need to collect fact-based evidence to support their 

decision (and be compliant) and for entry assessment
• Develop their own skills and career
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Take Care of the Basics

Date, Time, Location

– If Face-to-Face
üPlan journey, check parking, check train timetables etc.

üWhich entrance? Are there lengthy security/signing-in procedures?

üEnsure you have the name and number of person meeting you

üBuild in contingency time and then some more!

üPrepare, and take, 3-5 copies of your CV (the correct ‘version’)
üConsider a trial-run
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Take Care of the Basics

Appearance: ‘One Chance to Make a good First Impression”

üResearch dress-code of company
üPay attention to basic grooming and hygiene. Small details get

noticed! If a panel interview, consider a brooch or tie to aid recall
üWear a suit or outfit that makes you feel great (providing it meets

other criteria…)
üKeep notes and papers in a professional folder and bag
üTake a basic grooming kit and freshen up before signing-in
ü (Ladies, take a spare pair of tights and heels in bag to change)
üAvoid ill-fitting suits, skirts that are too short, revealing tops, too

much jewellery, perfume, aftershave etc.
ü If in doubt, dress ‘one up’, not down

üBe professional, and be remembered for the right reasons
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Take Care of the Basics

Video Interviews – One-Way/Recorded
üRead and follow instructions very carefully

üMeet the deadline (or be early)

üHave, or borrow the right device and have the login details to hand

ü Prepare and practice your interview answers

ü If they share them ahead of time, great! Practice these

ü If not, practice from lists of possible interview questions

üDress the part

ü Try and sound as natural as possible and NOT read out answers

ü Pay attention to the clock (answers often timed)

ü Look at the camera

üDress the part (with camera friendly colours and make-up)

üChoose your location carefully (light, interruptions, signal strength)
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Take Care of the Basics

Video Interviews – Live
ü Treat it like a face-to-face interview

üDouble check the time, login details and adjustments for time zones

üDress the same as though you were going in person (top and bottom) but
pay attention to how the colours and patterns come across on video

üChoose somewhere quiet and think about potential interruptions

ü children, pets, delivery drivers, noise, put phones away or off

ü consider a ’Do Not Disturb’ sign

üMake your background as neat, neutral and inoffensive as possible

ü check doors, mirrors, lighting, photos…

ü Set-up and test equipment beforehand

ü Fixed wire, computer if possible, check microphones and webcams

üDownload relevant software, install latest updates, close other programs

ü Arrive early and agree a back-up plan (e.g. who will call on what number)
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Take Care of the Basics

Video Interviews – Creating the best impression
üDo smile

üDo pay attention to posture and body language

üDo look at the camera or slightly upwards

üDo speak clearly and consisely

üDo be truthful and link skills back to job spec

üDo be engaged and use hand gestures appropriately

üDo have good manners, etiquette and say thank you

üDon’t fidget or mumble

üDon’t use your phone or google when on the call

üDon’t speak negatively about previous companies or employers
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Do Your Homework - You

Skills & 
Competencies

• Know what you have to offer
• Develop a fact-based evidence-bank to 

demonstrate these (tip – Excel spreadsheet)
• “What Colour is your Parachute” R Bolles

LinkedIn/Google
• Check your footprint

Values, Strengths & Weaknesses
• Prepare 3-5 of each
• Be able to articulate these in an 

authentic and self-aware manner
• Google: “Values Exercises”
• 16personalities.com
• Strengths Finder II by Tom Rath

CV
• Review beforehand
• Take copies or have copies 

on your desk out of sight
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The Role
- Know what they are looking for

• Job description/Profile
• Type of person

Do Your Homework - Company

The Company
Who, What, Where, How?
• Know what they do and 

where
• Know what they sell 

and to whom
• Know their shape, size 

and ownership structure
• Know their Value and 

Culture

The Interview
• Check the format
• Follow instructions 

carefully and take 
tests or prepare 
pre-work e.g. 
Presentation/Video 
Qs

The Interviewer(s)
• Who
• Role 
• LinkedIn, Google
• Common Connections

The Industry
• Know who their Competitors are
• Know the context in which they operate: 

Consumer, Social, Economic, Political, 
Environmental etc.
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Be Up to Date

Prepare to talk credibly about

– Top 2-3 news stories - see free Press pass from Library

– Top 2-3 business stories

– Your target industry

– Your target profession
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Preparing for Interview Questions

Two Types of Questions…

YOUR job is to identify which is which

And provide evidence to support your application
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Preparing for Interview Questions

Types of Questions:

1. Openers

2. About You

3. Company Specific

4. Role Specific

5. Work History

6. Competency Based

7. Future, Goals, Motivators

8. Closing
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Classic Opener: TMAY or Tell Me About Yourself

• Sometimes called an elevator pitch or speech

• 2-3 minutes long

• Concise and memorable

• Practice it!

Preparing for Interview Questions
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Competency Based: Use STARs…

• Situation

• What was the situation or problem?

• Task

• What then happened. What did you do?

• Action

• What were the actions? What action did you specifically do?

• Result
• What was the outcome and result?

Preparing for Interview Questions
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Practice Makes Perfect

• Interview Questions

– TMAY (Tell me about yourself)

– Role Play

– With friends and family

– Using video calls (live or by recording yourself)

• Numerical and verbal reasoning tests

– Try Googling “free graduate numerical reasoning tests”

– Presentations
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Be Confident (…or at least act it!)

• Develop your pre interview ‘Confidence’ playlist…e.g.

– Amy Cuddy, TED talk on body language and power poses
– Breathing and visualisation exercises
– Night before relaxation routine
– Morning power routine
– Wear something that makes you feel great
– Listen to motivational music
…or music to help relax you
– Read motivational quotes

– Anything else?
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Some Useful Resources

• What Colour is Your Parachute 2020, Richard N. Bolles
• Winning at Interview, Alan Jones, 2013
• Strengths Finder II, Tom Rath
• www.16personalities.com – a free Myers Briggs type assessment
• Amy Cuddy ‘Body Language’ TED talk
• News & Current Affairs resources

– bbc.com, buzzfeed.com, newsvice.com, twitter, theguardian.com, 
forbes.com, The Week, The Economist, Pressreader.com (free via 
Buckinghamshire Libraries)

• Company resources
– Websites, LinkedIn, Trade Journals, Companies House, Local 

Library
• Googling ‘Video Interview tips’, ‘interview assessments etc. brings up 

some great tips, free tests and practice sites

http://www.16personalities.com/
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Question Examples: Openers

• What has prompted your search?
• Why do you want to leave your current position?

• How did you prepare for this interview?

• What gets you out of bed in the morning?

• What are your thoughts about working in this organisation?

• What interests you in our company?
• Tell me about yourself

• Tell me why you want this job?

• How was your journey today?

• What is your elevator pitch?

• Why should we hire you?
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Question Examples: About You

• What are your strengths and weaknesses?
• What’s different about you?

• How do you handle criticism?

• What would your peers and colleagues say about you?

• Tell me about yourself

• How ambitious are you?
• What motivates you?

• Why have you chosen this career path?

• If you could have any job in the world, what would it be?

• What is your greatest achievement?

• Tell me about a time when you’ve had to deal with emotion
• How do you spend your spare time?
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Question Examples: Company

• What research have you done on our organisation?
• What interests you about our company?

• Why do you want to work for us and not one of our competitors?

• What are your thoughts about working for this organisation?

• What do you think are the most important issues facing our business 
today?

• Who are our customers?

• What value will you bring?
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Question Examples: Role

• Why did you apply for this job?
• How long will it take to make a positive contribution to the business?

• What do you like and dislike about the job we are discussing?

• What do you know about the job?

• Do you have any direct experience of this role?

• What do you expect to achieve in the first 10, 30 and 100 days?
• What unique qualities do you bring to the company and role?
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Question Examples: Work History

• How successful were you in your last role?
• Who is the best boss you’ve ever had?

• What is your greatest success in your professional career?

• What would your boss say about you?

• Why do you have a gap in your CV?

• Give an example of when you’ve overcome a problem at work
• Describe a time when you’ve influenced someone to change a decision

• What is your worst selling experience?

• When was the last time you felt angry at work?

• What’s the biggest mistake you’ve made in your life?

• Describe your working style
• Do you prefer to work in a small, medium or large team

• What positions of responsibility have you held?
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Question Examples: Competency 

• Describe a situation when you’ve had to deal with emotion
• Give an example of when you’ve had to overcome a difficult challenge at 

work

• Explain how you have dealt with a difficult team member at work

• When was the last time you felt frustrated or angry at work?

• What is your approach to negotiation?
• Tell me about a time you failed to deliver

• Tell me about when you have led a team

• Explain a time when you decided not to delegate a task

• What is the biggest risk you have had to take?

• How well do you work in stressful situations?
• Tell us about a decision you’ve had to make without all the facts
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Question Examples: Future

• What motivates you?
• Where do you see yourself in 5, 10 years time?

• Are you self motivated?

• If you could have any job in the world, what would it be?

• How ambitious are you?

• What would you like to avoid in your new job?
• What management style suits you best?
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Question Examples: Closing

• Why should we hire you?
• Will you accept our offer it we make one?

• What are your salary expectations for this role?

• What’s different about you?

• What will your referees say about you?

• What questions do you have for me?
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Question Examples: For them

• Why did you join this company?
• What are the most enjoyable and the least enjoyable aspects of the role?

• What have you enjoyed most about working here?

• What skills and experiences would make an ideal candidate?

• What are you looking for the successful candidate to achieve in the first 
100 days?

• What do your most successful people find satisfying about working here? 

• What constitutes success at this position and this firm or nonprofit?

• What is the single largest problem facing your staff and would I be in a 
position to help you solve this problem?

• What types of training opportunities do you offer?
• Is there scope for promotion in the future?
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Question Examples: For them (cont.)

• Can you tell me how the role relates to the overall structure of the 
organisation?

• How would you describe the work culture here?
• Can you tell me about the team I’ll be working with?
• In what way is performance measured and reviewed?
• What are the most important issues currently facing the organisation? 
• You have recently introduced a new product/service/division/project; how 

will this benefit the organisation?
• What can you tell me about your new products or plans for growth?
• Do you have any doubts about whether I am suited to this position?
• Do you have any hesitations about my qualifications?
• Who previously held this position?
• What is the next step in the process?

http://www.forbes.com/companies/next/
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A few words:

• Usually towards the end of the process

• Anything from a few hours to 1-1.5 days

• Information about them

• Tasks

• Interviews

• Social Situations

• Remember it is not just about your interactions with them

• Remember you are being assessed from the moment you
arrive

Assessment Centres


